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Agnew inquiry begins
BALTIMORE. Md. (API - A special
federal grand jury opened an unprecedented investigation yesterday, a
political graft probe of Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew. At the same time.
Agnew's lawyers planned to go to court
to stop the inquiry
The grand jury met for more than
seven hours before adjourning until
next week
One of the lawyers. Judah Best, said
in Washington that a motion would be
filed, possibly as early as the first of
next week, seeking a temporary injunction to halt the grand jury proceedings Such a move had been
expected from the lawyers yesterday
morm.ig before the jury session
started
"WE ARE going to file. ' Best said,
adding he did not feel that Agnew's
argument against the grand jury probe
would be hurt by filling for an
injunction after the investigation was
under way
Three witnesses appeared before the
grand jury during the first hours of
work, but only one of the witnesses
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could be identified He was William J,
Muth, former vice president of the
Baltimore City Council, now the office
manager of an engineering consulting
firm. Hurst Host he Engineers. Inc
Muth has been an Agnew fund raiser
"The investigation of the vice
president is a lot of bull.'' Muth said as
he left the federal courthouse after
testifying
Agnew was notified last month by
federal prosecutors that he was under
investigation for possible criminal
violation of tax. extortion, bribery and
conspiracy laws He has insisted he is
innocent of any wrongdoing.
THE ALLEGATIONS against him
center on kickbacks from contractors
during the 1960s when Agnew was
chief executive of Baltimore County
and then governor of Maryland
There also have been published
reports which Agnew has denied that
he received illegal cash after becoming
vice president in 1969

In a related development, three CBS
television crewmen were detained by
federal marshals after they were found
on the roof of an eight-story building
next door to the federal courthouse
where the grand jury was sitting
Marshals said the men were filming
the courthouse from an angle at which
tbey could see the grand jury room.
At one point. U.S. Ally. George
Beall, who is conducting the probe,
personally questioned the men who
were identified only as Herbert Alston,
Al Colby and Dan Bowers The men
were released after several hours of
questioning but their film was
confiscated
The grand jury session was being
conducted under conditions of strictest
secrecy The corridors leading to the
grand jury room were sealed off by
federal marshals so newsmen could
not see who was coming or going
IF AND when Agnew's lawyers file a
motion to stop the grand jury
proceedings, the case will be heard by
US Dist Court Judge Walter Hoffman
of Norfolk. V'a He was appointed

supervising judge after all nine
District Court judges in Maryland
disqualified themselves because they
were either friends or business
associates of Agnew
Edward S Norlhrup. chief judge of
the U.S. District Court in Maryland,
said in an interview that Beall and
Agnew's lawyers have a gentlemen's
agreement' that the lawyers will
notify Beall in advance of their legal
filing
Then there will be no evidence
presented to the grand jury until Judge
Hoffman acts on the matter.''
North rupsa ul
If Hoffman refused to grant the
temporary restraining order. Agnew's
lawyers would have no appeal.
Northrup said
If the temporary order were issued,
the judge said, there must be a hearing
on it within 10 days At that hearing,
the constitutional question of whether
a vice president can be indicted while
in office would be argued and probably
decided, he said
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Students take to soup
as Union prices rise
By Jeu Gestl
Editor
While convenience is one reason
some faculty members will continue to
eat at the University Union, despite the
recent price increase on most food
items, more students will be forced to
brown-bag-it."
Yesterday's Union-for-lunch bunch
expressed discontent toward the Sept
17 price hike, and said they would discontinue buying the more expensive
meat items, settle for smaller lunches
or eat off campus
"As you can see. just a coke and
potato chips-that's it,' Jim Miller,
junior (Ed I. said "Or maybe an occasional bag of pretzels, instead."' he
added
Valerie McWhorter. senior (Ed I.
said she thinks it's cheaper to eat off
campus than in the Union
"I'll start bringing my lunch if I can
find a place to cook it." she said
"You can buy cold meats and a loaf
of bread and get off cheaper "
MARK PREUSSER. graduate
student, said he was not familiar with
the Union's prices before the recent
hike because this is his first year at the
University "But I'll probably go back
to my apartment to eat.'' he said.
"If the prices were lower. I'd
probably eat here The only reason 1
ate here today was because it was
convenient.'' Preusser said.
For Jan Barker, senior (A&S). and
Donna Hawley. senior I Ed.), it's soup

"I was here this summer and they
raised the price of a bowl of soup by
five cents." Barker said "This is the
only thing I can afford I have to eat
here regularly because it's too far to
walk back home "

Joyce Martin, senior IB A ). said
she'll buy meal coupons and eat in the
residence halls
"I think most people are eating in the
Union just because it's convenient I
sure have noticed the prices and if I
can get meal tickets for a reasonable
price. I'll eat in the dorms, "she said
HOWEVER, REACTIONS from
faculty members were not quite the
same
"It doesn't seem that prices have
gone up that much."' Jack Mynatt. instructor in psychology, said. "I only
eat here once a week or every 10 days
and will continue to do so," he said
Robert Byler Jr., assistant professor
of journalism, said he ate in the
Cardinal Room instead of the Pheasant
Room because it's cheaper and more
convenient.
"But the prices here are higher than
what I'm used to." he said "However,
most other prices, such by those for
clothing, have also gone up."
OBVIOUSLY. STUDENTS are
feeling the pinch. But is their
reluctance to pay the higher prices
hurting food services in the Union?
"We can't really teil. because the
first week back really isn't a fair
trial." Lenore Eschedor. food service
director for the Union, said
She said the Union still is losing
money despite the increase in food
prices because wholesale prices have
risen as much as 40 per cent.
A year ago. wholesale hamburger
was 41 cents a pound, she said.
"They held the price at 41 cents for
us. even when the over-the-counter
price rose But when the price kept on
rising, they had to start charging us
over 90 cents a pound," she said.

ESCHEDOR SAID other food
services in the Union help make up for
the loss from the Falcon's Next and
i '.irn.iinm Room
"When we cater parties here for offcampus groups, we usually charge
them more than we would normally
charge a student group.'' she said.
Can students expect prices to remain
stable, or is yet another hike on the
way'
"There won't be any more changes
now that I know of-at least for 30
days." she said

Weather
Cloudy with chonco of rain today
Cfl-f with high, in uppor 60» and
low«r 70B. Chonco of tbow.fi
tonight
and
tomorrow.
Lows
tonight 55-60. High tomorrow now
70.

Bloomin'
business

Senate approves submarine production
WASHINGTON (API The Senate
refused yesterday to block the Navy's
full speed ahead schedule for
development and production of a $13
billion fleet of Trident submarines
By a 49 to 47 vote, the Senate turned
down an amendment to a (21 billion
weapons authorization bill to stretch
out production two years and delay
completion of the first of 10 of the
larger vessels by two years.
The Navy proposes to get the first of
the 540-foot submarines, equipped with
a new longer range 4.000-mile Trident
missile, ready for launching by 1978
AT THE WHITE House, deputy

press secretary Gerald L. Warren said
President Nixon was "extremely
gratified" with the rejection of the
Trident amendment.
Warren also restated the President's
delight with the defeat of a move
Wednesday to cut U.S. troop strength
in Europe
The Trident slowdown was proposed
by Sens Thomas J Mclntyre (D-N.H.)
and Peter H. Dominick (R-Colo I
senior members of the Senate Armed
Services subcommittee on research
and development
They argued that the Navy plan to
pull all 10 Trident submarines under

By Naecy Laaghlla
Staff Reporter

Men-women ratio
may cause changes
in campus activities

Tony DeMarco, senior (AeVS), ponders seme posies af an open air flowerahep
on Woosfer Street, possibly hoping that his business will blossom.

The freshman class has a ratio of 58 women to 42 men. A bachelor's paradise?
Perhaps But despite the increase of women students at the University, few
changes have been made
The only physical change on campus was the conversion of Compton Hall from
a men's to women's dormitory. Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of students,
said
The conversion cost nothing, she said, because the dormitory was built to house
either sex. Resident advisors and a woman hall director had to be hired instead of
men, but no other staff changes have occurred
The increase of freshman women this year is due to the University's change in
admission standards, Larry D Glasmire. assistant director of admissions, said
UNTIL THIS year, freshmen were admitted on a one-to-one basis to achieve an
equal balance of men and women, he said. Consequently, women with high
scholastic standing were being turned away in favor of men with lower standings
Admission now is based solely on high school scholastic standing
Although few changes are visible yet, some administrators see many changes
occurring if the trend continues.
Richard Lenhart. assistant dean of students, said he already has seen a change
in the new students' response to social activities.
"The attendance has been much more reliable with this class," he said. "The
women students seem to take a greater interest in activities."
Lenhart has noticed no changes in social programming yet. However, he said
he anticipates requests for programs which are more relevant to women. If the
trend continues, Lenhart said, he foresees a greater student involvement in
activities and organizations.
DR. JANET HYDE, assistant professor of psychology, said she doubted the
trend will ever cause a drastic imbalance among the sexes. However, she too saw
some social changes.
"I can only speculate that it might lead to the formation of more and
productive women's groups." she said.
Dr. Hyde said she thought the quality of the student body should improve
simply because of the equal admission standards. Students will be admitted
because they have high scholastic standing, not just because they are men or
women.

construction before the first can be
tested in operation risks, without
military justification. costly
engineering errors
MclNTYRE REFERRED the
Senate to cost overruns on the
abandoned Cheyenne Helicopter and
the Fill and C5A military aircraft as
examples of proceeding with
production before research,
development and testing is completed
Sen Henry M Jackson (D-Wash. I
defended the accelerated Navy
schedule as justified both from the
standpoint of cost and the threat of
recent Russian successes in nuclear

weapon technology.
A two-year stretch out in the Trident
program, he said, would cost the
taxpayers an extra billion dollars, not
counting inflation
On the roll call. 19 Democrats and
30 Republicans supported the Trident
speedup-a high priority item in this
year's Nixon administration military
budget Ten Republicans and 37
Democrats voted for the slowdown
The Mclntyre-Dominick amendment
would have trimmed $885 4 million
from this year's f 1 5 billion budget for
the Trident system

Registrar Roy G. Clark said he has noticed no changes yet. but expects some if
the trend continues
"I expect certain areas, such as women's physical education and recreation,
will continue to show a demand for resources," he said "I would suspect even
more pressure exerted to increase staffs and facilities for women ''
The academic structure also may change. The fields new students ask most
about now are special education and speech therapy. Glasmire said Nursing also
is growing.
Dr. Karl Vogt. dean of the College of Business Administration, said the faculty
will have to help women become aware of "the tremendous opportunities" open
to them "Business firms have come to recognize that women have tremendous
contributions to offer." he said "I think career aspirations are not going to be
restrained to such fields as teaching and home economics, traditionally viewed
as women's fields."
Dr. Vogt added that women are needed badly in administrative positions. To
meet this need, the College of Business Administration plans to offer courses in
public and institutional administration and in health care administration
DR. MICHAEL Ferrari, coordinator of planning and budgeting, also said he
foresees more women entering fields traditionally dominated by men. This year.
the number of women interested in accounting doubled, he said
There also might be greater pressure from women to have funds from general
fees directed to fields which are more more relevant to them, he added
Will the higher percentage of women here influence other women to go
elsewhere for an education?
"I think this idea is all part of the stereotype explanation ol why women come
to school." Dr. Ferrari said "Besides, it was a myth to think that we were great
just because we had a one-to-one ratio."
The increase of women students, however, may have some unexpected effects
The College of Education always has been dominated by women. Dean David G
Elsass said. Of 1.100 freshmen in education this year, 800 are women Although he
considers this to be a peak year, Dr Elsass said he could foresee difficulties if
the trend continues
"WE SHOULD have more men in fields like elementary education," he said
"Our problemis how to attract men into the fields that are calling for them
"If this continues, we may be in a situation where we will have to start
recruiting men."
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speaking out

the biggest
game of all

epiT8RiaLS
get ready to vote
The Nov. 6 general election will be here sooner than you think
And pertinent knowledge on candidates and issues can make
the vital difference between mature voting and haphazard
choices.
On election day will you be fully aware of the candidates and
issues?
Will you be able to make intelligent choices that will affect
yourself and the community?
If the election seems a bit complicated, and you're not sure of
candidates and issues, but you have made up your mind to vote,
let the University's Office of Voter Awareness help.
The office will hold a registration drive next week for students
who never have registered or who have changed their address.
A bus will take students to the Wood County Board of Elections
Monday through Friday to register.
Far too often students let classes, jobs and other activities
interfere with one of their most important rights as a United
States citizen-the right to vote.
If you've been guilty before, don't let it happen again.
And don't say you "didn't know.1' Because now you do.

more 'dirty tricks'
The tricks of Pat Buchanan, Nixon's campaign tactician, are
deplorable.
Buchanan said earlier this week that ghost-written advertisements, pranks and undercover operations are legitimate
weapons in political campaigns.
Kveryone knows that underhanded tricks are part of many
political campaigns, but for Buchanan to say the tricks are
legitimate takes a special type of moronic mentality.
He admitted freely to the Senate Watergate Committee that he
has ghosted speeches for ranking politicians, including
presidents, and also had ghosted letters to editors.
Ghostwriting occurs often in playwriting and books And that is
where it belongs It has no place in a political campaign
Buchanan also freely admitted he had urged an early attack on
Sen Kdmund Muskie of Maine when he was a front-runner for
the Democratic presidential nomination.
It's a shame that the Chief Executive's political campaign had
to resort to such tactics when Nixon was in no immediate danger
of beinR defeated.
But perhaps the saddest part of all is that cronies, like
Buchanan, believed what they were doing was right.
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DOESN'T ANYBODY BELIEVE ANYONE IN THIS ADMINISTRATION
ANY MORE? NO, I'M NOT LEAVING!'

from our readers. • .
inmates would like mail sent
Recently there has been a
liberalization in the writing privileges
here at the Southern Ohio Correctional
Facility in Lucasville. Ohio, where we
are presently
Now our mail is uncensored and we

are allowed to receive mail from
anyone and write to anyone we wish
We would like to receive mail from
anyone-young or old. female or rnalewho would like to write to us We will
answer all letters that are received If

let's hear from you
Tin' HI. News wolinines all letters ID Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ot 1100 words, typewritten We ask that
columns he no more than four typed pages triple spaced
■The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
liiinlv with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The HG News. 108
University I'all

a person doesn't know what to write
about, they can write about people,
places, things, politics, animals,
children, sports, educational subjects
or themselves.
Correspondence with the outside
world'' is conducive to the education of
those on the outside who are not aware
of what prison Ide is like. Plus,
receiving letters from someone who is
interested, is an integral part of the
life of an incarcerated man.
Sincerely.
Melvin Jones No. 133 292
Tom Elliott No 127 107
Ervin Drain No. 136 764
P.O. Box 787
I.ucasville. Ohio 45648

why not humanize history?
NEW YORK. NY - Sometimes the
things they turn up in a national
opinion poll make you tremble for your
country It's like the little horrors you
see when some showoll overturns a
large rock You're always sorry you
looked, but you cant forget what you
saw
It still makes me uneasy to recall a
poll of a few years ago concerning the
Bill ot Rights Some 60'. of Americans
quizzed said there were certain items
among those 10 amendments that we'd
be better off without Freedom of
speech for atheists and such trash And
all those "guarantees" for muggers
and murderers, for God's sake. No
wonder the streets were unsafe
Were the same poll to be taken
today. I suspect the results might be
more encouraging The march of
liberty under President Nixon has been
clearly downward
AND. THANKS to the publicity given
the wiretapping and burglary schemes
hatched in the While House, people
appear to be more mindful of their
guaranteed rights If nothing else, the
Watergate scandal has been instructive

Today 1 am distressed by a national
high school poll that shows the least
popular academic subject - on a list of
50 - is history No wonder we can't
appreciate the Bill of Rights'
Perhaps no freeborn citizen ever
values his liberties until he under
stands what life would be like without
those liberties
Remember Oscar
Wilde's comrade in jail, who looked
with such wistful eye "upon that little
lent of blue" which prisoners call the
sky? He would have understood the Hill
of Rights.
COMMENTING on this student dis
taste for history in the Book of the
Month Club News. Gore Vidal asks.
But what kid could enjoy the endless
Mount Rushmores carved in soft soap
our schools present them with'.'"

Would history be more fascinating to
a child. I wonder, if the textbooks
humanized the great figures of the
past'' Does John yuincy Adams come
alive if one knows that he took a cold
bath every morning and rubbed his
flesh with a horsehair mitten'' Should
Chester A Arthur be remembered for
having "kept a whore" upstairs at the
White House'' And for turning himself
a handsome penny by auctioning off
two wagonloads of White House
furniture" the week he left office?
i Why not? I
Would it interest girl students to
read that Sarah Polk was so indifferent
a housekeeper that she failed to notice
when the butler forgot the dinner
napkins'' But that she compensated by
serving as President Polk's shrewd
and devoted secretary'' In short, must
history be all soft soap, all dates and
laws and battles''
President Truman was fond of
saying. "There's nothing new in the
world except the history we don't
know "
CONSIDERING the richness, the
vigor and - no denying it - the

variegated morality of our own past.
it's a pity Americans are not more
attuned to history Ignorance of what
has gone before and a concomitant fear
of what is coming next may explain the
malaise that lies over the land today It
is this ignorance, this fear that is
sustaining the Presidency of Richard
Nixon
Regrettable, none of our elder
statesmen or historians has spoken out
on the question of what would ensue
following impeachment of either the
President or the Vice President Perhaps we ought to be reminded that, for
a period of four years, this country had
no Vice President William King. Vice
President under Franklin Pierce, died
a month after being sworn in
Somehow we struggled on. from 1853 to
1857. without a Vice President
It's a fact I had forgotten, too. until I
came upon it in that witty little book
about the Vice Presidency. "Not
Exactly a Crime "
THAT THE nation might enter a new
period of prosperity and tranquillity
under a caretaker President is a
possibility that ought to be entertained
in every mind Mr Nixon does not hold

the 'canuck' letter
Important as Watergate is land will
remain in our history books), its
impact can be exaggerated Some
people seem to think it alters
everything, enters into every question,
and rearranges all our politics Their
mental file cards must read
Watergate and the Women's Revolution. '' or "Watergate and the Study
of Elephants
We have seen Watergate used to
reopen the Hiss case, the Kennedy
assassination,
and McGovern's
chances Watergate was a conspiracyor. rather, a set of interlocking conspiracies-thal used the FBI and the
CIA
It has been the greatest boon to conspiratonalists since Jim Garrison was
willing to use the subpoena power of
his office to pursue Mort Sahl's
butterfly fantasies
SINCE THE Watergate doings are
themselves incredible, they prompt
men to believe in things equally incredible-e g . thai McGovern could
have won the 1972 election, if only the
people had known what Liddy and
Hunt, or Colson and Segr*tti. were up
to.

Garry Wills

The idea that McGovern could win is
too wild even for most Democrats to
swallow But another, tamer version of
the Watergate hypothesis is making
headway among liberals- the notion
that Muskie was done in by the
"Canuck" letter, supposedly planted
by Nixon operatives, and published by
William Loeb during the New
Hampshire primary
LUCKILY, campaign memories now
being published show that Muskie's
outburst in New Hampshire was not
isolated The press knew how marginal
his control was in other instances And
now Jules Witcover. whq is becoming a
major historian of campaigns, has
published a thorough account of the
Canuck episode, which shows that
11 Muskie agreed to a staff
suggestion that he hold a press
conference on the spurious letter, one
which claimed he referred to

Americans of French-Canadian extraction as Canucks." That letter hit
at two of Muskie's putative strengths his appeal to Catholics and to ethnics
It was a serious challenge, though
printed by an irresponsible editor
21 The staff memo suggested a
dramatic press conference outside
William Loeb s "Union Leader," but
arrangements were made, instead, to
hold it in a hotel
31 MUSKIE. arriving in New
Hampshire at midnight, learned that
Loeb had also reprinted a fluffy
women's gossip item about his wife,
one already published in two national
journals.
41 On the ride in from the airport, a
gloomy Muskie announced melodramatically. "Tomorrow morning
one of us i Muskie or Loeb I is going to
be destroyed "
51 Muskie made a last-minute switch
back to the "Union Leader" as the
scene for his showdown
61 The next morning, at a breakfast
conference with his aides, all the
emphasis was on the Canuck letter,
and ways to counter its effect
71 Yet at the press conference.
Muskie concentrated his emotion land
his disputed tears| on the trdling

the office by divine right And should it
be established that his conduct makes
him unworthy of the office, then, for
the good of the country, he should be
deposed Now, why is this such a
terrifying thought'' We are not likely to
see a military coup de etat following
his removal. We are a people who
respect order and continuity And we
have a Constitution that provides for
all contingencies
Another reason to deplore America's
inddference to history may be summed
up in that fine old Tennysonian gem:
Knowledge comes, wisdom lingers. If
we were mindful of our past, we'd hew
to a higher, stern standard of moral
judgement We'd feel a keener sense of
duty to our forebears and our posterity
UNTIL WE are willing to view the
Watergate affair as a moral outrage.
Mr Nixon will continue his climb back
into Middle America's heart. He'll be
ever so winning - and ever so slightly
martyred - at press conferences And
a Congress that's almost as unknowing
as its constituents will go on sustaining
his vetoes And what an era this will be
for future historians to gaze back upon!

SOMETIMES A professor will come
on strong, telling the students there
will be no easy As in the class Or he ,
or she will seem so sincere and
interesting that it tends to fire-up the
students
I'd like to believe that happens more
than my common sense allows me to
believe.
The worst part of the first day of
class happens when I'm in my third
class looking at my third course outline
with a list of five or six books on it I
have to make a choice between a S2 95
paperback or two packages of bologna
which will gel me through Ihe next
week
On the other side of the podium a
professor looks at an overcrowded
classroom and hopes thai the changes
he or she made in the course will prove
worthwhile
It must be a tense 50 minutes for a
professor as he or she outlines the
course objectives, breaks the bad news
about the $20-25 cost of books and tells
the class what they'll have to do to get
that precious "A."
THE TEACHERS can probably pick
up the attitude of the class by noting
the posture of the individuals of the
class and by using other little tricks
teacher* know to find out if both
parties are on the same wavelength
There's also a lot to be said for
walking into the classroom and staging
a reunion with old friends and eyeing
potential friends
Yes, the first day of classes, despite
frustration and or enthusiasm, really
is the only day of the quarter that
everyone never forgets
Onto a more serious note Thursday,
the editorial page carried letters from
two prisoners in the Marion
Correctional Institute and the Southern
Ohio Correctional
Facility
in
Lucasville. Ohio
MORE LETTERS will appear in the
next few issues on the editorial page
What I know about prison life is from
what I've read and heard
They are lonely, degrading places
and contact with the world outside the
cold, steel bais is minimal I'm sure
the inmates who are asking for
correspondence would appreciate a
letter no matter what length
We all appreciate mail and we have
all the contact with the world we can
get. Think how much it must mean to
someone who feels the world may have
forgotten about him or her.
A letter would be an easy way to
brighten the day of a person who can
only wait.
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reprinted item about his wife He had
let himself be distracted from the real
issue, as d using something more
personal to work himself up into a
righteous anger

An Independent Student Veke
EMTOtlAl STAFF
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managing editor
newt editor
•ditorial editor
makeup editor
■"•»•» •»"•»
oiecwtive eperta editor
phete editor
ropy editor

WILLIAM LOEB. it seems evident,
was willing to print anything
detrimental to Muskie-he hardly
needed a Nixon spy to supply him with
material. But the thing that triggered
Muskie was a women's piece from
reputable journals Muskie's appearance was ill-conceived, ill-executed,
disproportionate and-finally-sill)
Those who know Loeb is vicious do not
need a demonstration These who do
not cannot be reached. Muskie's
actions here resembled his earlier
dance around the statement that he
would not choose a black vice
presidential candidate and his later
threat to resign in anger after the
Florida primary.
BESIDES. Muskie's real strategic
error was in exposing himself to all 23
primaries and neglecting the delegate
selection process. That, and Wallace,
and McGovern did him in-all with his
own help. Watergate, whatever else it
explains, was not needed for his
demise

Congratulations students and
faculty! Together you've already made
it through two days of classes.
It hasn't been easy either. Students
are doing one of two things. I'm sure
Either they are complaining about all
the work they foresee or they are
bubbling with enthusiasm over what
looks like a very promising course
My guess, offhand, would be that
there are more complaints about work
that will pile up during the coming
weeks
Faculty members probably are
either excited about the potential of
their classes or they have resigned
themselves to the fact that the class
doesn't seem too enthusiastic Then
they can only hope things will go
smoothly at best
I wonder, have you ever tried to
imagine all the second guessing that
goes on in a classroom on the first day
of class''
In many situations students already
know what to expect of a professor
But for those who do not. the scene
turns into a real psychological
guessing game

|ee>n c. ge.il
curti. m. hailett
fane! j. remekef
iameed. wouerman
franca, a. drag
kenneth b white
,otk B. o'breio
j.^ph w. dorwol
lott m hum.
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buwneM manager
aavectiting manager
eate. manager
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[Evers' suspected murderer
found armed with time bomb
NEW ORLEANS (API Byron De La Beckwilh. tried
twice but never convicted in
the 1963 murder of civil
rights leader Medgar Evers.
was arrested yesterday as
be drove into New Orleans
with a ticking time bomb
that was set to go off later in
the day
Acting on information.

New Orleans police
intelligence officers were
waiting for Beckwith and
stopped him as he drove into
the city limits at about 3
a.m.
In addition to the dynamite tune bomb, police said
Beckwith carried three
rifles, a pistol, several boxes
of ammunition and the

barrel from a
machine gun

50-caliber

OFFICERS said the
bomb, containing "a large
amount" of dynamite, was
pre-set to explode some
time within 12 hours of when
it was found They would not
place an exact time
A spokesman said police

newsnotes
Shoplifter fined
GLEN Bl'RNIE. Md
(API Elizabeth McAlister Berrigan. a peace
activist and former nun. has been fined
3100 and given a li><l.iy suspended jail
term after pleading guilty to shoplifting
charges
Mrs Berrigan is the wife of the Rev
Phillip Berrigan. also an antiwar
activist Both were excommunicated by
the Roman Catholic Church after their
marriage. but Berrigan still wishes to be
known as Father" or the Rev "
Mrs Berrigan was arrested Aug 27 in
a Glen Burnie department store and
charged with taking a power saw. a
package of sandpaper and a pack of
picture-frame hangers

Crime statistics
WASHINGTON (API - A striking
increase in murders in cities and rural
areas alike pushed the nation s violent
IT line rate up 4 per cent in the first half
of this vear. the FBI said Wednesday

The murder rate rote by 9 per cent
compared with the same period a year
ago. the agency said in its six-months
report of uniform crime statistics

Notebooks only
MIDDLETOWN (API - U.S. Supreme
Court Justice William 0 Douglas has
laid down "groundrules' prohibiting all
news materials except reporters'
notebooks tonight when he speaks on
"Participatory Democracy" at Miami
University of Ohio, school officials said
yesterday
The university mailed out the groundrules It said Douglas insisted on this
before he would sign a contract to give
the opening speech in the university's
new Casper Memorial Lecture series
The groundrules " prohibit cameras,
television and broadcast equipment,
tape recorders or other recording
devices, the university said
The university said Douglas considers
the appearance a personal appearance
and does not want any press conference
or interviews

have a theory on what
Beckwith was planning to do
with the bomb. They
declined to reveal the theory, saying that to do so
would be commenting on the
evidence.
In a brief news conference
at Parish Prison. Beckwith.
a 52 year -old Greenwood.
Miss., salesman, said. "I
was coming to New Orleans
to sell china."
Asked about the dynamite
in the time bomb, be replied.
Til just say a lot of
dynamite is used in the
Delta to blow up stumps."
He would not say if be
planned to blow up any
stumps in New Orleans
A POLICE spokesman
refused to give any details
about what led them to the
arrest, or about what had
caused intelligence officers
to be involved, except to say
they had information that
Beckwith was coming to
New Orleans to commit a
crime
At a bond hearing in
Criminal District Court.
Beckwith was booked on
state charges of aggravated
assault, carrying a concealed
weapon
and
attempted
aggravated
arson
As Beckwith looked on.
Magistrate Robert Collins
asked the basis of the arson
charge A spokesman for the
district attorney's office
said he did not know, but it

must be valid since Intelligence officers "very.very
rarely make arrests "
BECKWITH was ordered
held on S8.500 bond on the
state charges, and he
immediately began efforts
to raise it However, before
he could post the necessary
1850 to get a bonding
company to bail him out.
federal officials asked the
state to hold Beckwith for
them in connection with the
explosives
Evers. a Mississippi field
secretary for the NAAl'P.
was shot to death in his
carport on June 12. 1963 A
rifle was found nearby, and
the FBI said a fresh
fingerprint on its scope was
Beckwith's.

She added big. wide red lips, a few
freckles and big. floppy eye lashes
She got up and went into another
room and donned a costume featuring
gay pantaloons.

Streavel had disappeared She no
longer was a housewife and a mother
of three, but Lulu Belle, a happiness
clown well-known around Dayton.
Streavel
often
disappears
Sometimes she's Lulu Belle
Sometimes she's Hazel the Witch
Sometimes Mae West Twice a year
she's the Easter Bunny and Santa
Claus

"I ENJOY making people smile "
said Lulu Belle, who then turned into
Streavel.
The multi-personality life of
Virginia Streavel began 10 years ago
She dressed up as the Easter Bunny
and visited Dayton's Good Samaritan
Hospital
"I GOT to thinking about those
children in the hospital." she said. "I

evt af
phetearophy dan view the Pref
AmeiKa MKMCI RMrmHt WTMcn is

eie

el a University
Pheteoraphen e*

display oi the Teiede

EdfcMn Camaany faMhit Center Telede

Karate black belt to give talk
on assault prevention Monday
Unfortunately, the possibility of rape is a fact of life
to all women Very few.
however, would know how to
react il they were attacked
According to assault
expert Frederic Storaska.
the worst tactic is to try to
stop (he attacker and fail,
leaving yourself with no
further plan of action.
Storaska. who spoke here
last February, will speak

From homemaker to clown
DAYTON (API Virginia Slreavel
sat at her dining room table She was
turning herself into a happiness
merchant

Photo
exhibit

knew that they couldn't take part in
Easier, couldn't hunt eggs or talk to
the bunny So 1 thought I would give
them something extra "
"It's just a hobby," said Virginia
Streavel She asked help in twisting
open a jar of lace cream (hit popped
a paper snake
"Never trust a clown," said Lulu
Belle

again on Oc( I and 2. at 8
p m. in the (irand Ballroom.
UnlM, His topic "To He or
Not To Be Raped" concerns
(he prevention of assaults on
women
IN HIS speech, Storaska
said a woman has three
t.uiics she can use if she is
attacked a martial art,
such as karate or aikido.
screaming or struggling
"The main thing that you
must remember is that
whatever you do must either
work, or if it doesn't, it must
do you no harm,' he said
Storaska. who holds a
black belt in karate, instructed law enlorcement
personnel in self-defense
karate In 1964, he witnessed
the assault ol a young girl by
several boys Although he
fought off the assailants, the
girl was seriously injured.
Because of this incident.

he began to seek information
on assaults When he discovered that little information existed,
he
initiated
research into
assaults on women, men and
children.
IN THE PAST six years.
Storaska has lectured to
almost two million students
throughout the country His
lectures officially have prevented serious assaults or

27 3

The lecture, sponsored by
Student Activities, is Ire*and open to the public
Storaska also will speak on
Oct. I in Compton at 4 p in .
Harrow at 5 p m . McDonald
North .n 6 .in i' in and alter
his scheduled appearance, at
l'rout On Oct. 2. he will
speak a( Founders at 4 30
pm and at Offenhauer at
6 15pm

Jazz trio to perform
The
Mac Frampton
Triumvirate Jazz Trio will
perform at 8 tonight in the
(irand Ballroom, Union
The trio has a style that
easily lends itself to jazz,
rock, classical and ragtime
music
Seating will be in a
cabaret style. Reserved

From the desk of. . .

Red Beard

WIFIN FM1DD.5

saved lives in
documented cases

seating at tables lor groups
of six or eight can be
arranged by contacting
Gary Rybak. Studeni
Activities Office, 405
Student Services Bldg . or
by calling 372 2951
Admission is tree and
refreshments will be served
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Lack of funds ends program

Falcon mascots sent to zoo
By Crib M Hailrll
Muagiaa EdlMr
Vulcan. Alba. Yarak and
their two imported
replacements are gone
And fans at tomorrow's
first home football game
may notice their absence.
Vulcan. Alba and Yarak
were redtailed hawks and
for several years were (be
flying symbols of the
University The two replacements were Lagger falcons,
given to the University last
year by an anonymous
donor
Flying mascots will be
absent from the opening
game tomorrow for the first
tune in six years, victims of
what former falcon trainer
Dave Cornman calls "an
inflated budget and mismanagement ."
CORNMAN. a graduate
student in biology, said the
program
was dropped
during the summer because
administrators in charge
were unable to meet the
program s proposed budget.
"It was discontinued
because of a lack of funding
and because there was no
direct advisor to the
program.'' Cornman said
The University mascot
program began six years
ago when a donor gave the
University a prairie falcon
named Prince Frederick.

which became the school's
first aerial mascot.
When Prince Frederick
died three years later of a
respiratory ailment, he was
replaced by three redtailed
hawks, birds similar to
falcons but easier to obtain.
Cornman said. Their names
were Vulcan, Yarak and
Alba, a rare albino redtail

nobody wanted to take full
responsibility for the
program." he said.
He also attributed difficulties to what he called
mismanagement by a
former falcon handler who
"wanted to waste money."
BECAUSE of the money
troubles, the program had to
be funded temporarily with
funds from the office of
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr., Cornman said.
But the temporary funds
ran out in June, and
administration officials
made the decision to discontinue the program
"I really believe that he
I Dr. Moore) wanted the
program to continue,
because he has said so
before." Cornman said.
But I believe it was out of

his control because of the
money problem."
"But the mascot program
was stopped without the
student body being asked
about whether they wanted
it or not. The birds have
always gone to games and
into the stands, and I think
the students will really miss
them." he added
Hof agreed that student
opinion could have an effect
on the future of the falcons.

concluded that there was
"no ground swell of
support."
Cornman said the falcons
are still in the zoo and can be
reclaimed if the program is
restarted.
The discontinuance of the
program will end a strong
University tradition and
remove Bowling Green from
the national spotlight
associated
with having
unusual mascots, according
to Cornman.
"The only other school in
the country with flying
mascots is the Air Force
Academy." he said.
"There was a lot of spirit
associated with the birds,"
Cornrnan said. "They were
beautiful, fierce-looking and
they always gave spirit to an
event.
"They'll be missed."

LAST YEAR, the Lagger
falcons came to Bowling
Green to begin their tour of
duty.
But they didn't last long.
They were shipped to the
Toledo Zoo because the
University was unable to
provide funds for the
program.
"It became a matter of
financing the thing.''
according to James Hof.
vice president for public
service
"We put a price tag on it
Including fee waivers for
handlers, the advisor's pay
and
the
automobile
expenses, it came to about
$4,500. "he said.

2 rookie cosmonauts
man Russian spaceship

HOF SAID the general fee
subcommittee, the group
that allocates money to
departments and organizations, decided the program
was not worth the cost.
Cornman said there were
other problems besides
money
"There was trouble in that

MOSCOW IAP) - The
Soviet Union launched its
first manned space flight in
more than two years yesterday, sending two cosmonauts on a two-day test
mission in a new Soyuz craft
powered into earth orbit.
The Soyuz 12 spaceship
was launched from the

DIANE TERRY
BARRY DAIN
ANN
FRANK JOHNSON
BARB
JIMMY PERDUE
KAREN

680-AM
REQUEST LINE
2-2418

YOUR FRIENDS ARE BACK, PLAYING WHAT
YOU WANT TO HEAR. GIVE US A LISTEN.

"IF THERE were strong
enough backing it might be
enough to alert the general
fee subcommittee and we
could get the money for the
program." he said.
But Hof added that before
the program was discontinued he checked to see how
strong student opinion was
about the mascots and

Soviet spa>.« center at
Baikonur on the Kazakhstan
pbms in central Asia, Tass
news agency said.
Soyuz 12 carries two
rookie spacemen. Lt. Col.
Vasily Lazarev, the commander, and flight engineer
Oleg Makarov.
THE CRAFT is an "improved" version of the Soyuz
ship in which three cosmonauts were killed at the end
of the last manned Soviet
mission in 1971.
The Soyuz 11 mission
ended in disaster on June 30,
1971, when the three-man
crew died on return to earth
because the craft's hatch
failed to close properly after
unlocking from the orbiting
Salyut 1 space laboratory.
The Soyuz was sent back
for redesign. Last April the

Soviets launched another
space lab and planned to
send a new manned Soyuz to
dock with it

Pilot error killed congressman
WASHINGTON (API The Chicago plane crash
that killed a congressman
and the wife of convicted
Watergate defendant F.
Howard Hunt was caused by
pilot error-not by sabotage,
the National Transportation
Safety
Board
said
yesterday.
Forty-three of the 61
passengers
and crew
members died when the
United Air Lines jet crashed
into a residential area near
Chicago's Midway Airport

YOGA LESSONS
Tuesday nights 7-8 p.m.
for 8 weeks
Beginning October 2
in the Alumni Room, Union

Buythe
BSR710or810.

CawrNsy •» Mrwt tank*

Mascots grounded

COST: »10»
Sign up in UA0 office

Two other persons on the
ground were killed in the
crash and in the resulting
fire. Five homes were
destroyed.
Among those killed in the
crash last Dec. 8 were Rep
Ueorge W Collins (D-III.I
and CBS newswoman
Michele Clark.
THE SAFETY board said
the probable cause of the
accident was
the
captain's failure to exercise
positive flight management." This resulted, the
board concluded, in the
plane losing its air speed and
going into a stall on a
landing attempt.
The board said it found no
evidence of sabotage or foul
play in connection with the
crash
Chicago legal
researcher Sherman
Skolnick had claimed the
plane was sabotaged
because, he claimed. 12 of
the passengers were
directly
linked
with

Watergate
He said some of those
passengers had documents
on them that linked
President Nixon and former
Atty Gen John Mitchell
with Watergate Mrs. Hunt
had siii.iioii in 1100 bills in
her purse when she died
The safety board, noting
the "allegations of foul play
which have been injected
into the publicity surrounding this accident, said it
found no evidence of any
medical condition
that
would have incapacited the
crew or of any interference
with the crew in the
performance of their duties
-THE FINDING of
elevated levels of carbon
monoxide and cyanide in
some of the victims was consistent with death due to
smoke inhalation in the conditions existing during the
post- crash fire," the board
added.
That statement referred

to autopsies that showed
traces of cyanide and carbon
monoxide in the blood
streams of some of the
victims The two chemicals
are formed when wool,
cotton, paper or plastic
decompose during fires.
Traces of the chemicals
have been found in victims
of other aircraft fires
THE BOARD said its
investigation showed the
aircraft and its engines and
flight control* were airworthy at the time of the
accident.
It said the plane's captain
had called for the first and
second officers to read out a
checklist while the plane
was approaching the
runway.
This meant the first
officer could not make "any
of the required altitude callouts."' the board said, "nor
does it appear that he was
monitoring air speed and
rate of descent."

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
2-2343

You Are
a
Unique and
Unrepeatable
Miracle of
God!

NEW NUMBERS-352-1411

352-1421

ON OUR LARGE SCREEN
"The Greatest Heavyweight Title Fight
Of All Time"

'**

JACK DEMPSEY VS. JESS WILLARD
originally held July 4,1919

JOE LOUIS VS. MAX SCHMELING
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
OCT. 2. 3, 4, 5
7-10 P.M.
Good only with this ticket

UB2®M3SMJSMMMM2mi

Either way you'll
get the shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their Drains in
their shaft A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision-molded cams When
the cam shaft lurns. the cams make things
happen A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the plaller. the arm is lowered again
and so on. (or as many hours as you like
Deluxe turniables from other companies do
much Ihe same thing, but they use many
more parls—scads ol separale swinging arms.
gears plates, and spnngs-m an arrangement that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable: that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
Ihe BSR sequential cam shaft system
When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shall The BSR 710 and 810 From
Ihe world's largest manufaclurer of automatic
turntables

BSR

HSR (USA) Lid
DMuvell. Now York I09l:l

YOU CAN ALSO SEE CHARLIE CHAPLIN,
LAUREL AND HARDY, BEN TURPIN, AND
OTHER GREAT OLD TIME COMEDIANS
Celebrate your Life

Sunday Worship 11 a.m.

United Christian Fellowship
Thurstin at Ridge

RUSH
All the beer you can drink

Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

,STEAK

Sat. 8-?
Delta Upsilon House
Across from Library in
old Fraternity Row
Find out what Brotherhood
is

RESTAURANTS
OF AMERICA. INC

We offer above average
earnings, flexible hours, and employee benefits.
Apply in person daily from 2-4:30

Steak and Ale Restaurant
(Across from Southwyck Mall ■ Only 20 min. from BQSU)

Friday. 5#pf#fll bf 21, 1973, The IP N»w»/Pf »

PEOPLE WHO CARE
CAMPUS CLERGY BGSU

Left to right: Rev. Curtis Gast, Rev. Gene Keil, Rev. Ross Miller, Sr.
Theresa Milne, Rev. Bruce Montgomery, Sr. Kathy Biddinger, Fr. Jim
Bacik, Fr. Richard Wurzel, Fr. James Trautwein.
1 ■ ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH
425 Thurstin (Across from McDonald Dorm)
Phone: 352-7555 Campus mail: Box 87

//,

Staff Rev. Richard T. Wurzel, MA, STD; Rev. James J.
Bacik, MA. M Rel. Ed.; Sr. Theresa Milne, IHM, MA; Sr.
Kathy Biddinger. OP
Euchanstic Liturgies for Sunday Observance;
Saturday 4 p.m., 12 midnignt
Sunday: 9:30 4 10:45 (Chapel); 1:15 in Forum ol
Student Services Building
Daily Liturgies
Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 12 noon
Tuesday & Thursday at 4 p.m.

2 - United Christian Fellowship (U.C.F.)
313 Thurstin Street at Ridge Street
Phone: 352-7534 Campus mail: Box 35
Staff: Dr. Ross Miller, Director; The Rev. A. Eugene Keil,
Assoc. Director
Sunday Worship at 11 a.m. in U.C.F. Chapel

3 - St John's Episcopal Church
East Wooster Street across from Harshman Quadrangle
Chaplain: Father James Trautwein
Phone:354-0914
Parish Phone: 353-0881
Services:
Sundays at 8 and 10 a.m.
Weekdays on Wednesday and Friday at 9:30 a.m.
Holy Days as announced

4 • The Lutheran Campus Ministry
University Lutheran Chapel
1124 East Wooster (across from the old fraternity "horse-shoe )
Phone: 352-3422
The Rev. Curt Gast (office phone: 352-0241; home: 3520242)
Coffee & Fellowship: 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11:15 a.m.
Midweek Vespers: Wednesday Evenings at 9:30 p.m.
Thursday Afternoon Coffee Hour from 3 to 5 p.m. in
Faculty Lounge of Student Union.

5 • Active Christians Today
1732 Juniper, Apt 188
Phone:352-9104
Staff: Rev Bruce Montgomery
Meeting: Tues., 7-9:30 p.m. Faculty
Lounge. Union.

<•'
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Chilean governor killed
SANTIAGO (API • A firing squad executed the
former leftist governor of
Talca yesterday after he
was convicted of killing a
policeman and attempting to
blow up a dam
The victim was identified
by the military government
as German Castro Rojas He
was the first high official of
the former regime of President Salvador Allendc to go
before a firing squad The
execution took place in
Talca. 140 miles south of
Santiago
A military communique
also said a 26-year-old man.
Teovaldo Saldiva Villalon.
was executed in the town of
Quillota. 60 miles west of
Santiago It said he was
arrested Sept 17 and found
guilty of taking part in an
extremist attack on a police
patrol
THE TWO men were the
»th and 10th persons to be

executed after summary
court-martials
since
the
armed forces overthrew the
Allende government in a
bloody coup Sept. II
Meanwhile.
military
authorities relaxed a strict
curfew,
leaving Chileans
free for the first time since
the coup to take evening
strolls and go out to dinner
The curfew, enforced by
soldiers and police with
submachine
guns,
had
emptied Santiago streets
daily at 8 p.m., earlier than
the normal Chilean dinner
hour
Yesterday it was

moved back to 10 p.m.. a
major step toward normalizing life in this battered
capital.
The military government
continued to raid homes,
offices and factories in a
hunt for pockets of leftist
resistance. But the ruling
junta
sought
to
assure
Chileans that everything is
in order.

Freshmen
Mixer

1

Live Entertainment
featuring

Ethos
Saturday 29,

8:00-12:00
Grand Ballroom Union

Sponsor U.A.O.
SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES
AT THE CLA-ZEL AND AT
CINEMA II. OPENING TILL
3:00 - ALL SEATS 4.00
NOW PLAYING

jCitieivtaf

EVE AT 7 309 30
SAI SUN MAI Al
2 00400545

instructor, said the course
will focus on the study of
culture through the eyes of
historians,
writers,
anthropologists, sociologists
and psychologists
Students in the course will
be required to write a biography of someone in their
family or an autobiography
and show the relationship
between that person's life
and American history and
culture
The course is required for
American Studies majors
and is suitable for liberal
studies
students.
Or.
lllanchard said
Students can enroll in the
course
either
through
drop/add or by contacting
Dr.
Blanchard.
218K
University Hall

Have
t.nection

Authorities have rounded
up thousands of suspected
leftists and held them in the
National
Stadium.
The
junta's director of protocol.
Tobias Barrus. said about
1.000 persons have taken
refuge
in
different
embassies in Santiago He
said about 500 Chileans have
been given safe conduct out
of the country.

Man.ilU

Phi Delta Theta

traffic

RUSH PARTY
Sunday Nite Sept. 30
at 7:00
Refreshments
Come and see lor yourself

The CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"
Technicolor" Todd-AO 35 |0]«

ADULTS '?50 UNDER 14 '1 00 NO PASSES
ACCEPTED DURING THIS ENGAGEMENT

r-

-STOIVM ^

NOW PLAYING

LCit»et*aZ

EVE AT ;00935
SAT SUN MATINEES AT

1 45 4 20

AN*JOY!
STUNNING!
BEAUTIFUL!'
fiMf,
SATURDAY BfV'CW
Aiumx

M

nCflftEftpmfi

hk\%<oZKmRKLij

ROMEO
.sjllILT
**
ADULTS'2 00

Auditions
Puppet's Repertory
Theatre
'Waiting for Godot"
first in a series.
9:30pm Monday

UNDER 14 '1 00

E,L,

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr

7* Gen'l Fmur« Corp

ACROSS
1
5
9
13
14
15
16
17
1°

21
24

42
43
45
46
IB

69 Church part.
70 Viper..

Do a cook's job.
Yearn for.
Small ihool.
Slip away.
Where the Amur
flows.
German river.
Healed.
Scandinavian.
Noted 17 Arr«>"
(fall name*.
Letter.
Movable
mountain.
Wave: Sp.
Venetian
magistrate.
Actor Duff.
Alaskan town.
- . farto.
Famous unrle.
Brad.
Bread for •oup.
Popular footwear.
Farm product.
Humorial.
Fencer's rode.
Stringed
instrument.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

■
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25
27
28
30
31
32
33
31
36

SO I'l.ce for 17
ArroRR.
>2 French lake.
S3 Bum rake.
Sf "
a rlear
da,..."
59 Full name of a
I' mi «h author.
62 Falsified.
6* Sicilian sight.
6% Turn
66 Actor Maiden.
61 \nrirnl tongue.
6H I KM I hernine.
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41
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56
57
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ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZI1E
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~*m*~ CLaSSIFIED ~*®*~
Saturday, September 29. 1973

Needed
1-car garage
cloae to campus 372IIW.

The B Q.8.U People's Chess Federation meeting will
be held Saturday Irom 900am -4.00pm at the
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall

Needed 1 or 2 men to
sublet 2 bedroom Apt
Call Mark 352-7377

Sunday. September 30.1973

Need 1 male to share 2bed Apt Own room Call
RlcHM-i»2

limpii Calredar

The Campus Bridge Club will hold its first Duplicate
Match ol the year Sunday. Sept 30 in the Ohio suite of
the I'nion Hay will begin promptly at 1:30 and is
open to all bridge players, either with or without a
partner
Monday October 1.1973
There will be a meeting tor all new transfer or branch
Physical Education or Recreation majors who came
10 the main campus (or the f irsl time Summer ol Fall.
1973

waitress needed--Byrnwyck
Country Club
Maumee. Ohio Phone
8652391

I M TVANTCTX C*NT\jr. KM

moko

36 I ■ 37
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■

■■:

46

IN CONCLUSION.

Male & Fern -full and
part time, days & nights
Must be 18 or over Apply
in person Hudv's Hotdog
999 Soulh Main'

"SOUND OF MUSIC" IS BEING TAKEN
OUT OF RELEASE AGAIN. THIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE TO ENJOY THIS FILM

can

—,

■ 35

34

36
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Bow of respect.
Spicy beverages.
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BUT BREADLINES still
can be seen around the city.
For many leftists, the
coup has meant imprisonment or hiding.

• BOOKS
• GREETING CARDS
• RECORDS
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ment trying to moke it

Carlos Hohmann. a retired
government employee who
opposed Allende, said that
since the coup there has
been
a fundamental difference in the distribution of
food.
There
is
more
abundance."

• BIBLES (Living. NASB. Scofieldl
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emerge since
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The
ousted
Allende
government had blamed the
shortages
on
right-wing
sabotage,
while
antiMarxists said inefficiency
and corruption in Allende's
government
were
the
causes

is ready to serve you another year
with publications to meet
your spiritual needs.

And now the movie...

you

wondering why th» in-

roason hot with BowKna

THE
JUNTA,
which
seized power violently from
Marxist President Salvador
Allende. also announced that
beef will be available in

Culture course open
Enrollment is still open
for American Studies 200,
Introduction to American
Studies, for fall quarter
Dr
Carlene lllanchard.
assistant
professor
of
American
Studies
and
English and the course

Santiago butcher shops this
weekend.
Santiago residents have
not been able to buy beef,
except on the black market,
for months
Long lines
formed daily for buying
other scarce items such as
bread,
cigarettes
and
cooking oil.

X Visla or Peace Corp
volunteer to be ACTION
campus rep (2 50 per hr
Contact
Bill Myer
ACTION Fed Bldg Rm
404. Columbus. Oh 43215
or call collect I6I4I 46961*1
Domino s Pizza is now

hiring drivers Top pay in
town plus commission
Must have own car
Apply in person al 1616
E. Hooster after 4.00
p m
Apply in person Sam
Bj^ 107 Slate Street
110000 weekly possible
addressing
mail
for
lirms lull and part tune
at home-Send stamped
self-addressed envelope
to COMMACO. BOX 157.
ROUND ROCK. TEXAS
7WM.

WANTED
Need 2 |iris for 2-bed
turn. Apt. Please contact
Cindee after 5:00 p m al
311 E Merry Avenue.
Apt 3

PERSONALS
Former football player.
Bill Stricklind. returns to
B.G.
for a limited
engagement at Petti s
Alpine
Village entertainment Weds . Thurs .
Fn. Sat. 8 00 pm till
I 00 a m in the lounge
Intermediate yoga
classes
tasanas.
pranayama. s.
meditation i
Wednesday
evenings 372-0334

Sale
Books
records,
furniture.
some
Antiques, auto parts.
Art Photo equipment,
etc 321 South drove St .
12-6 p in Sa(urda>

352-7868 or 352-7966

1969 Klein., 12 X 60
Mobile Home t'nlurn
winterized stove &
Kelrig 12 x 12 dog pen
Immediate
occupancy
Corner lot in Hudolph
3520264

2 1971 Collegiate Schwinn
bikes. 5-speed Like new
Best olfer Phone352-3373
after 3.30

tine king sized waterbed.
complete with lrame-S35
Call 352-5082 or come
over to I33'2 North
Church
Lt Wt fiberglass bow.
arrows, arm and linger
guards Call .152-6986

FOR SALE

66 Chevelle Malibu. 283
pwr pk 3 speed excellent
transportation
Body needs work Radial
tires, exhaust systems,
clutch gas tank-all new
(295 or best offer Call
372-2863 or 3722963
anytime

10 speed bike, one year
old Boys, (inane flOO
354-4941

58 CADILLAC, elegant
black HEARSE. (950
354-5324J

80 watt component stereo
$125.00. Call 354-4941

Component
stereo.
Garrard table (75 5 13
Chevy wheels and lires
(30 353-9261

Need to talk with
someone- Call CHRIST
LINE 352-0379 any hour,
any day

One easy arm chair
medium sized, tapestry
upholstry
Good
condition 372-3784
Boy's bike w baskets $7
Call 352-55(4

69 Mustang. 6 cyl guarantee asking (1350 68
Tempest. V-8 air. low
mileage
asking (750
Both in top condition

73 Camaro LT 350-Vij
automatic. PS. PB. FM
stereo w tape. 352-5561
or 352 7520

1971 Maverick Grabber 6
cyl auto Call 352 7202
PAPPAGALO SHOES.
BAGS.
AND ACCESSORIES
THE SHOP
FOR PAPPAGALO 321
E
LINCOLN. FINDLAY. OH lacross Irom
the Y"i
FOR RENT
2 Apts for rent Both
have central heating i
air. j bedrooms bathroom i a half, kitchen,
carpeting, furnished.
special rates 352-0020
House for rent 2 girls
needed
I blk Irom
campus 352-6162
4-5 bedroom re-modeled
home in the countrv
Central heal & air 1 acre
lot 12 mi lo B G (250
per month Call Lucky
833-4340

LOST AND FOUND
Found-set ol live keys in
vicinity of 6th St tali
372-2003

Friday, S.pr.mb.. 2k, 1973, Th. BG N. wt/Pat* 7

Communication memos
WASHINGTON (AP) I The Justice Department
I lawyer thought the request
I was all right, but the
congressman was squirming
as if his phone call might be
considered improper.
Over and over, the congressman insisted he wasn't
trying to pressure anyone
Then he asked the lawyer

meekly if he could tell him
the status of a case affecting
a constituent
Before Watergate, said
the lawyer relating the
incident, the congressman
would not have been so
careful to avoid the appearance of pressure
NOR WOULD THE
lawyer have been required

to write a memo about the
phone call, filing one copy in
his personal records and
another in the case record.
All Justice Department
officials now are required to
keep such records at one
step in Ally Gen. Elliot L.
Richardson's campaign to
erase the public impression,
fostered by Watergate and
related scandals, that the

Cincinnati group plans
to protect Nixon's rights
CINCINNATI lAP) - A
group claiming interest in
protecting the President's
right to privacy says it plans
to file a friend of the court
brief in President Nixon's
legal battle over White
House tape recordings
John Lawrence secretary
and chairman of the
Committee to Secure Free-

doms of All Presidents. Inc..
announced plans for the
brief
He said it is being
prepared by Hayden Covington. a Cincinnati and New
York attorney He said Covington is general counsel
and first vice president of
the organization
COVINGTON could not be

reached for comment and
content of the brief, or
intended brief, was not
available.
Lawrence said the group
was recently incorporated at
Columbus. Ohio and refers
to it as COMSAFE
It recently sponsored
advertisements in local
newspapers which stated
"As the Pledge of
Allegiance says, liberty and
justice must be indivisible
You cannot have one law for
President Nixon and a
different law for others "
IN AUSTIN. Tex „ Nixon's
attorney. Charles Alan
Wright, confirmed he
granted permission to the
group to file the brief
Wright said he assumed
special Prosecutor Archibald Cox also would grant
permission, because he has
done so for others who asked
to file
Wright said he had not
seen the brief and did not
know what it might contain
except that Lawrence "told
me he and his associates
were an old time Populist
group, and that they think
what is happening to the
President is wrong."

government acts when
powerful people pull strings.
The regulation requires
each department employee
to keep a written record of
oral communications with
anyone he would not
normally deal with in the
routine handling of lawsuits,
investigations and other
pending matters.
RICHARDSON said that
includes members of
Congress and their
employees. White House and
other government officials,
and private individuals not
directly involved in the
matter He said it does not
include newsmen.
J. Stanley Pottinger
assistant attorney general.,
said the number of outsiders
approaching his civil rights
division office has declined
but probably not because of
the order itself.
"If 1 got many of these
calls. I would regard this
memo business as a
nuisance." said Irving Jaffe.
acting assistant attorney
general in charge of the civil
division "But I don't get
many
It hasn't been,
burdensome "

Crowe/
pleaser

Planned for bicentennial tribute

Museum train may tour U.S.
BF.RNARDSVILLE. N.J
(API - Ross E Rowland
fires up like a steam locomotive when talking about
his plan to celebrate
America's 200th birthday
His purpose is to bring this
country's history to its
people on a 25 car museum
train
Rowland. 33. has taken a

three-year leave of ■Iminrr
from his six-figure job as an
official of a Wall Street commodities concern to head the
non-profit
American
Freedom Train Foundation
The foundation was
approved as non-profit last
year by the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts :ind this

Newspapers start publishing
courses for college credit

At th* Union Oval MA. Stww, sophomoro (Ed.),
has a smashing time as ha purs his •ftorfs to word
a good COVM during a charity drive far tho
Crusad* of Marcy.

WASHINGTON (API About 250 newspapers with
total circulation of more
than 21 million will publish a
series of college-level
essays funded by the
National Endowment for the
Humanities
The 20-week series, called
"Courses by Newspaper."
will begin next week and
may be taken for credit at
colleges and universities
which administer the
program in the newspapers'
circulation areas.
DR. RONALD S Berman.
the agency's chairman.

Mutiny, misconduct charges
against two POWs dropped
WASHINGTON .API - After three months of intensive personal investigation.
Navy Secretary John
Warner said yesterday he
has dropped charges of
mutiny and misconduct
pending against two former
prisoners of war
Although deciding against
summoning the two men
before court-martials.
Warner publicly censured
them for their actions
during years in North
Vietnamese prison camps
Rear Adm. James B
Stockdale filed the charges
June 22 against Marine Lt.
Col. Edison Wainnght
Miller, then of Tustin. Calif.,
and Navy Capt Walter E.
Wilber of Columbia Cross-

roads. Pa Both men were
fighter pilots downed over
North Vietnam.
STOCKDALE accused
them of mutiny, aiding the
enemy, failure to obey an
order and related charges,
including attempting to stir
disloyalty among other
prisoners
Although Warner ordered
letters of censure placed in
the files of both Wilber and
Miller, both are leaving
military service. Wilber has
already requested retirement and Miller will receive
a 60 per cent medical disability retirement rating.
In a statement. Warner
said there was sufficient
evidence against the two
men to summon them before
a public court-martial.

WARNER said, however,
that the benefits of such proceeding "would be more
than offset by the disruptive
effects such proceedings
would be bound to have upon
the entire community of
former POWs and then
families."
The Navy secretary said
the need to call witnesses
would force some of the 566
returned POWs to relive
their imprisonment "at a
time when they and their
families are attempting to
resume and reconstruct
their normal lives and
careers."
In deciding how to handle
Stockdale s charges, Warner
said be personally interviewed lt former prisoners

GOOD /YEAR
open 7 30 a m to 9:00 pm
Mon thru Fn

MY OIAIPC:
in by 10:00 A.M.
out by 4:00 P.M.
The piact to send
out yew wash
shirts.

NA'CHCON 10

110 E. Napoleon
353-8212

Attention

college car owners!
We will be giving 15% off on
all service work plus comparable savings on tires, with
student ID card.
Does not apply to sate items or services

TOM'S TIRE
& AUTO SERVICE
165 S. MAIN -3524628

A crowd of ovor 1,500 onlookers (mostly mole) show approval after Wendy
Borlowitx removed h*r bikini top in San Francisco. Tho formor Unrvortity of
Oklahoma gradual* assistant, who was later arrested, was hoping to
"change soewty."

announced yesterday that
the endowment has also
funded a second course
tentatively titled "Imagesof
America: The Dream and
Reality," to begin a year
from now
When announced a year
ago. this year's course, on
"America and the Future of
Man." was intended to be
printed in six daily and six
weekly newspapers
Newspapers, colleges and
the public flooded the
endowment with inquiries,
so the list was expanded to
250 newspapers and to
nearly 200 col leges
THE COURSE was
prepared by the extension
service of the University of
California at San Diego,
supported by a federal grant
of S96.000.
The lectures and other
materials are supplied to the
papers free of charge by the
Copley News Service, which
volunteered to distribute the
material.
The concept is to give
newspaper readers 20
college-level lectures
written by distinguished

teachers and writers on a
given theme
Participating newspapers
agree to print the lectures
on the same day each week
for 20 weeks beginning no
earlier than Sept 30 They
also agree to publicize the
course
THE SAN DIEGO
university extension works
with officials at the colleges
and universities on arrangements for those who wish to
gain college credit for which
the school's normal fee is
charged
There is a kit of learning
materials, at (10. for those
seeking college credit or
who wish to study the
subject in greater depth
The kit contains an introductory recording, a book of
essays, a learning guide. 10
self-study tests and other
materials
It is available from the
publisher America and the
Future of Man. P.O. Box F.
Wayne. N.J.
Any newspaper reader
may. of course, study the
lectures on his own without
seeking college credit.

June by the Internal
Revenue Service
IT'S OUT to raise $20
million from all sources, including pennies from
American school children.
for "a fair on wheels" that
Rowland believes is "so
much better an idea than
cities fighting to be the
bicentennial citv."
"We'll take the bi
centennial to the American
people. ' he says
Railroad buff Rowland
entertains no doubt that the
project will gel on the track
If it does, he'll be at the
throttle of a steam locomotive in St. Augustine.
Fla . on April I. 1975.
The train will leave
America's oldest city that
day for a criss-cross. 15month. 30.000-mile journey
through all 48 of the
contiguous states
According to Rowland, the
train will be a museum presenting the country's history

"good and bad since the
Declaration of Independence
on July'4. 1776 It will utilize
exhibits, slide movies,
music and all the latest
theatrical techniques.
"WE'LL CARRY every
thing from the Liberty Bell
in Philadelphia, il we can
gel it. to moon rocks." says
Rowland.
The foundation has
enlisted the aid of noted
schol.irs to compile "the
major things that have gone
inlo the making of
America. ' and to present
the history fairly, he said
We're dedicated to main
taming that the story told
has no political bias and is
free ol commercialism We
also
are open
to
suggestion "
He said he is nol sure that
the name "Freedom Train"
is apropos, that someone
may have a better name
But it is his hope that the

UAO PRESENTS

Joe Walsh
and

Barnstorm
Saturday October 6
8 p.m. Memorial Hall
Tickets $4.00, $4.50 res.
On sale UAO ticket office
1st floor Union

historical presentation will
"reaffirm those values and
that spirit which led to the
lounding of the republic "
Rowland says it is his
conviction that "with all of
Us problems and mistakes,
America remains the
singular most important
democratic republic in the
history of mankind

SAVE
THE
NEWS
tifJMIMMt

m
Simple.
straight forward.
classic-out ol step
with today's
throwaway culture
Rehllable cartridge
ballpoint or liber lip
marker in basic Ian
or navy blue
SI 98 nol bad lor a pen
you may use the
resl of vouc life

$1.98

Falcons-Broncos
collide at Perry
By Jock OBrria
Esecetlve Sports Editor
Execution may make the
difference when the Broncos
meet the Falcons tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. at Doyt L.
Perry Field
Both
teams
are
undefeated.
Western Michigan ranks
fifth in the nation among
major colleges in total
defense. The Broncos also
rank fourth in the country in
pass defense.
Bowling Green stands 15th
in the nation in scoring with
an average of 36 points per
outing. The Falcons also are
14th in the nation in passing
offense with an average of
182.5 yards per game.

»/s<gu«
ftark ftlorer sayn:

IN ADDITION. Falcon
quarterback Reid Lamport
ranks 21st in the nation in individual total offense with
an average of 167.5 yards
per contest. Lamport, a
511" senior, has completed
19 of 28 passes for 318 yards,
an average of 159 yards per
game
BG coach Don Nehlen
insists that the Falcons are
still a two quarterback team

Mets hoping to repeat 69' finish
Baseball fans beware Those amazing Mets are making
another bid for the pennant.
The New York club currently is making a stretch drive
reminiscent of the 1969 "Miracle Mets." In the torrid
Kastern Division race, the Mets must hold off the desperate
I'llorts of their rivals. The opposition Includes the Chicago
Cubs. Pittsburgh Pirates. St Louis Cardinals and
Montreal's Expos
Mets manager Yogi Berra looks to his pitching staff to
stymie pursuers and sustain a team charge that began in
late August

The New York hurlers' efforts have been aided by the
improved batting performances of several regular starters.
John Milner and Cleon Jones broke out of batting slumps
earlier in the month to provide much needed power in the
Mets lineup Meanwhile, third baseman Wayne Garrett
continued to do his job delivering clutch hits.
Defensively, shortstop Bud Harrelson once again is
wielding his magic glove after recovering from numerous
injuries. Second baseman Felix Millan, whose steady
fielding sustained the Mets during harder times, still is
doing his consistent job.

THE MET pitching staff includes several familiar faces
from the 1969 miracle team that won the world championship Tom Seaver. Jerry Koosman and relief ace Tug
McGraw are doing the same great jobs they did four years
ago

MET VETERANS expect the Pittsburgh Pirates to be the
most serious threat to their title hopes Pittsburgh has won
the Eastern Division the last three years The Pirates have
strong bats, but pitching will have to be solid in their bid
against New York.
Pirate skipper Danny Murlaugh Is a veteran of many
baseball dogfights. Murlaugh s experience may be the key
factor in this frantic finish.
The Mets are holding up well under the pressure so far.
Pitcher Tug McGraw voiced the club philosophy in an
Associated Press interview when he said players are
thinking one game at a time. McGraw added that each game
is looked upon as the "game of the year" from now on.
Pennant pressure has inspired some brilliant performances by Met players as in the case of Cleon Jones, the
left fielder Jones, who has been booed in the past for
loafing, is responding to the tension with sparkling outfield
play.
"No play is too difficult for him to make when he wants to

Kenny White
No wait until
next year flag
The fun and games are over and now it's tune to get down
to the business at hand That being to bring the MidAmerican Conference championship to BG
The lirst obstacle for the Falcons-Western Michigan
Tomorrow the Falcons and the Broncos meet in a 1.30
p.m. skull session at Perry Field. A contender could very
well be born while the loter take* the tap on the back and
waits for a miracle in the final weeks of what may be one of
the greatest championship races ever witnessed by the MidAmerican Conference
As far as the Falcons are concerned, the business at hand
i.i the afternoon showdown with Western Michigan, who tied
BG last year 13-13 and who will be out to win big and
impressive
THE RAP is out that the Falcons are just about ready to
go into their famous swan dive because they now are facing
an ominus figure which has its foot in the doorway leading to
Orlando.
You can bet that many fans at Saturday's game will have
their lips ready to put the "1 told you so" on their heroes if
the outcome is anything but impressive or even drastic
But wait just a minute and let's evaluate this club that
started out so well last year only to wind up making its
presence felt like a wet stick of dynamite
In the Syracuse opener, a new era of Falcon football
seemed to be born The offense mixed its plays well, they
moved the ball and they scored big
Accolades for the defense was very much in demand Led
by the tremendous effort of John Villapiano. the "Orange
Crush' did everything but bury the Syracuse offense
In the second half of Dayton game last week the Falcons
experienced a team let down against the Flyers after once
again demonstrating the ability to adjust their offense when
parts of their game were shut off.
WITH THE pinpoint throwing of quarterback Reid
Lamport, who at the moment is hotter than the Chicago
Fire, along with the receiving of Roger Wallace and Greg
Meczka (and let's not forget the break away running of Tony
Bell l. the Falcons are definitely a force to be reckoned with
The talent is there Enough has been said about the
athletic ability of the personnel of the veteran Falcon squad
And they have a very important factor going for them
combined with consistency that will make them winnerscohesiveness
It's amazing what a group can accomplish when no one
cares who gets the credit " So reads the sign on the front
wall when you enter the Falcons locker room.
And when you have an entire football team going out on
that field for 60 minutes, the road to the pot of goal at the
rainbow s end can be achieved a lot easier
THE FUN and games are all over and this is where the
business really begins and the Falcons are as ready as they
will be to prove they are the best club in the conference
because they have too much going for them to blow it now
There will be no excuses or "we'll get em next week
because the Broncos have something in common with Kent
State. Miami and Toledo all of them will be ready for the
Falcons
And you can bet that "wait until next year flag" is
nowhere in the Falcons plans.

go for it." Montreal Expos manager Gene Mauch told AP
after Jones robbed his team of a victory Tuesday night
An event this past week has placed the Mets in the
sentimental favorite category Willie Mays' announcement
that he is retiring at the end of this season is responsible for
this trend Baseball fans would love to see Mays leave the
game in a blaze of glory
JOE BLACK, former star pitcher for the Brooklyn
Dodgers, told AP this desire to give Mays his last hurrah is
enough of an inspiration to carry the New Yorkers into the
World Series. Black, who attended an emotion-filled "Willie
Mays Night" Tuesday, claimd he could sense players on the
field saying, "We've got to win for ol" Willie "
To see Mays play in the World Series one more time would
be a nostalgic dream come true for nearly every baseball
fan. This prevailing attitude has the Mets playing like a
college football team after a strong pep talk.
Will the Mets borrow a line from Knute Hockne and "win
one for old Say Hey''" With a little luck, nothing is
impossible for those miracle Mets.

Track info
Anyone interested in
participating in fall track is
invited to meet with coach
Mel Brodt at 3 p in today in
his office on the east side of
the stadium.

The BG Ne^J
•0908

Soccer squad seeks revenge
By Rich Reet
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's soccer
team will attempt to open
its season on a successful
note when it travels to Kent
State tomorrow at 2 p.m. to
meet a team which upset it
in last seasons' opener
With 10 of 11 starters
returning, and the addition

of three promising newcomers. Falcon coach
Mickey Cochrane is looking
forward to an outstanding
season this fall.
New faces include
freshmen Bob Boss. Steve
Kittelberger and Jan Fedorchak. a transfer from
Czechoslovakia. Cochrane
has indicated that these
three will see plenty of
action against the Golden

Cross country squad
faces Big Ten champ
DaaGarfleM
Assistant Snorts Editor
Don't worry about Mel
Brodt's Falcon cross
country squad this year'
The team is alive and
well A few injuries, a
couple of losses, but just like
twelve straight years, the
team has kept a good thing
going winning
A Falcon harrier team
hasn't suffered a losing
season since 1960.
Although injury-marred
last week, the Falcons
should start a well-balanced
squad tomorrow against
Indiana, the 1972 Big Ten
champion.
INDIANA is undefeated
after four battles The
Hoosiers have bested
Kentucky. Cincinnati, Southern Illinois and Indiana

State. The Falcons' only win
was against Toledo, Sept 15
Tomorrow's 11 a.m. battle
will bo Hi; s last home date
of the season
The main reason for BG's
20-37 and 21-38 drubbing at
the hands of Eastern
Michigan and Ball State
respectively, was that
veteran's Dan McFarland
and Bruce Vermilyea did not
finish the five-mile race due
to injuries they sustained
during training.
Three-year letterman
Rick Schnittker was
sidelined last Saturday and
is a doubtful slarter for
tomorrow.
Surprises last week for the
Falcons were a couple of
freshmen Mike Ruffatto. a
Fremont California native,
took 12th place, and Dan
Dutton ran 18th.

"WHATEVER we do we
must do well," said Nehlen.
"We must have a balanced
attack We have to attempt
everything. If we just run or
just pass we'll be in
trouble."
"Western's tough as
nails." he added, itdoesn't
surprise me one bit that
they're undefeated "
Nehlen pointed out the
game could end up as a
defensive battle.
After holding Syracuse to
145 total offensive yards in
the season opener, the Falcon defense allowed Dayton
380 yards total offense last
Saturday The Flyers gained
221 net yards passing.
"Our problem against
Dayton was that we couldn't
get pressure to the passer,"
said Nehlen
"We didn't
gamble on pass defense
because we were so far
ahead We wanted to make
sure they (the Flyers) didn't
get any long bombs against
us."
WESTERN

employs

a

Houston Veer or pitch-back
type of offense. The Broncos
will pass from a role-out or
play action set-up which
originates behind the tackles
or ends.
Bronco quarterback Paul
Jergensen is the team
rushing leader with 178
yards in 36 carries
However, Jergensen has
completed only 11 of 26
passes for 200 yards.
Falcon strong guard Bob
Martin is bothered by a
pinched nerve but Nehlen is
hoping Martin will play
tomorrow. Left linebacker
Joe Russell is a questionable
startei against Western If
Russell can't play, his
position will be filled by
Kevin Clayton.
"I don't think the team
that loses is out of it." said
Western coach Bill Doolittle
regarding the status of the
Mid-American Conference
football race after
tomorrow afternoon's
action.
"I expect a tight race, he
added "I think it will go
down to the wire just like it
did last year "
Bowling Green athletic
officials expect a crowd of
approximately 20.000 fans
for the Falcon-Bronco clash
BG leads the series 13-4-2
Last season at Kalamazoo.
the Broncos erupted for two
fourth quarter touchdowns
to tie the Falcons, 13-13

JV football
The junior varsity football
game scheduled for Monday.
Oct. 1. at Eastern Michigan
has been postponed until
Oct 22 Falcon JV coach
Dan Gleason postponed the
game due to a lack of
practice time and injuries to
some of the players

Henry Aaron at a glance
1973 Home Runs
Most Recent

Flashes.
"We have pretty good
depth all-around and especially on the front line,
with as many as six proven
performers ready to play
anytime." said Cochrane.
who also stated that the
squad is in top physical
condition.
Tri-captain Warren Heede
will be the top player up on
the front line, with AllAmerican Dave Dymanski
and Greg Brooks, the other
tri-captains. back to bolster
the defense
Cochrane was reluctant to
give any predictions for the
upcoming season.
"It's too early to tell how
the year will turn out." said
Cochrane. "We have to play
Kent State and beat them
before we can find how
strong our team really is.
Barring injuries or complacency, though, we should
have a pretty good season ''
The Falcon booters
certainly will have some incentive going into
tomorrow's contest since
the Golden Flashes dealt BG
their only defeat in regular
season play last year.
Cochrane was quick to
point out. however, that
Kent State should be on even
terms with the Falcons on
incentive because Bowling
Green received the NCAA
invitation, which the
Flashes thought they should
have received.
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1973 Games Remaining
Ruth's Record
Aaron's Record
Aaron's Magic Number

3
714
712
1

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Don't miss Saturday's home football opener vs. Western Michigan, or
any Falcon games at Perry Field this year!
Buy your season tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket office,
open Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Saturday
morning from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Student ticket opportunities for the
west stands are as follows:

BGSU STUDENT SEASON TICKET
BGSU STUDENT SINGLE GAME TICKET
VISITING STUDENT TICKET
ADULT GENERAL ADMISSION

O PORTS
Friday, September 28, 1973

and Joe Babies, a III"
senior quarterback, has not
been forgotten.
"We'd make a terrible
mistake if we went to a one
quarterback team," said
Nehlen at his weekly press
conference yesterday.
"They iBabics and
Lamportl are both
peanuts.'' he added. "One
will do good half the season
while the other will get hot
the other half."
Tailback Paul Miles and
fullback Phil Polak may
make the difference for the
Falcons Miles has rushed
for 162 yards in two games
while Polak has gained 118
yards

$3.00
1.00
3.00
5.00

IMPORTANT NOTIt Fall quarter validation cards must bo presented for
the purchas* of all studont tickets.
(Basketball & Hockey Tickets Will Go On Sale Oct 8 i

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL TIME SCHEDULE
12:00 noon
Gates Open
1:10 p.m.
Band Day Pre-Game Show
1:30 p.m.
KICKOFF!
Student single game tickets ($1.00) will be sold at the
gate, beginning at 12:00 noon. Student season tickets,
however, will not be available.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND SPORTS NEWS ALL
THRU THE YEAR, DIAL FALCON SPORTS HOTLINE
372-BGSU
or
2-BGSU

BE THERE ON SATURDAY
Buy Your Tickets NOW!

